Fractal point processes exhibit greater variability than would be expected from a stationary point process. We model fractal point processes as doubly stochastic point processes for which the intensity is a fractal stochastic waveform process. With this model, the fractal point process is shown to be self-similar only over long time-scales, with short time-scales exhibiting little fractal effects. Parameters of the fractal process are measured with the Fano factor: the ratio of the variance to the mean of the number of events occurring in a time interval. The application of the analysis techniques is illustrated by an example taken from single auditory neuron recordings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fractal signals are characterized by self-similarity: scaling of the time axis results in an amplitude-scaled version of the same signal: f ( a t ) = a H f ( t ) . Thus, no matter what scaling is chosen, the waveform of a fractal signal remains unchanged when expanded or contracted. Fractal signals have the property that their waveforms cannot take on all possible values within an arbitrary time interval. This property is due to the constraints imposed by the self-similarity: for the waveform to be invariant to scaling, it must take on a specific form. A dimension can be assigned to a waveform by considering what fraction of possible amplitude bins are filled by the waveform in relation to the size of the bins.
While much attention has been paid to fractal stochastic and deterministic waveforms, little has been given to fractal point processes. In data recorded from single neurons in the auditory system, we found effects that could not be described by known point processes [9] . Analysis indicated that they had fractal properties, thereby demanding a model for such behavior that could form a basis for analyzing the data.
FRACTAL RANDOM PROCESSES
Stochastic fractals have underlying probability laws that are self-similar. Among stochastic fractal waveform processes are the fractional Brownian motions described by Barton and Poor [2] . Fractional Brownian motion is defined *Supported by a grant from NIDCD.
to be a zero-mean Gaussian process BH(t) having a correlation function of the form When H = 1/2, the standard Brownian motion (Wiener process) results. From this dependence structure, all increments of fractional Brownian motions are found to be self-similar:
with equivalence taken in the distributional sense. The dimension of fractional Brownian motion is 2 -H . Fractional Gaussian noise X H (~) is defined to be an increment of fractional Brownian motion: for Irl >> 6. The power spectrum for fractional Gaussian noise is typified as ''l/P: Sx,(f) 0: l/lf12H-', If61 << 1.
For H = 1/2, the usual white noise results. This value demarks the the range of the similarity parameter and separates two quite different classes of fractal processes. When 1 / 2 < H < 1, a low-pass process results which is characterized by very long-term correlations. In this case, the correlation function decreases for large lags like with a ranging between 0 and 1. This class of fractal processes will be of concern here. It has been used to model river heights and other physical phenomena [3] .
The similarity parameter H can be measured with the Allan variance [l] .
The Allan variance does not depend on the choice of time origin taken to evaluate the variance for either stationary or non-stationary processes. For fractional Brownian motion, the asymptotic behavior of the Allan variance is Vx(T) 0: TZH; for fractional Gaussian noise, its asymptotic behavior is TZH-'. Hence, the asymptotic power law behavior of the Allan variance is identical to that of the fractal process's correlation function. For non-fractal processes, the asymptotic Allan variance is proportional to 1/T. Thus, fractal behavior can be explored by computing the Allan variance for long intervals T and determining its slope on log-log scales.
III. FRACTAL POINT PROCESSES
Point processes are used to describe events that occur "randomly" in time [8] . The most well-known point process is the Poisson, where the probability of observing an event in the interval [t, t + At) is equal to A(t)At. The quantity X ( t ) is known as the intensity of the process and completely characterizes the statistical behavior of the Poisson process. When the intensity is a non-constant signal, the Poisson process is non-stationary. When the intensity is either a constant OT a stationary random process, the resulting point process is stationary. In the latter case, the process is known as a doubly stochastic process.
Doubly stochastic Poisson processes are used to describe sequences of events that exhibit variability beyond that predicted by stationary Poisson processes having a constant intensity. For example, when the intensity is a constant, the number of events in the interval of length T has a probability mass function of the form
The variance of the count equals the expected value: AT.
The ratio of the count's variance to its expected value, known as the Fano factor F ( T ) , thus equals one. When the intensity is a stationary process, the probability distribution for the number of events has a similar form when conditioned on the intensity's particular sample function.
The variance now differs from the expected value, with var[N(t, t + T ) ] = &[A]T + 2 j T ( T -T ) K~( T )~T W ( t , t + T ) ] = &[A]T, where K A ( T )
is the covariance function of the intensity process. In this case, the Fano factor always exceeds one. Hence, a doubly stochastic process always has "excess variability" and can model rate variations too large to be described by the usual stationary Poisson process. For large T , the Fano factor is approximately given by
when the limit exists. Here, S,(f) denotes the intensity's power spectrum.
A fractal point process is a doubly stochastic point p r e cess where the intensity is itself a stochastic fractal process with a non-zero mean. Such processes would not only be characterized by excessive variability, but also by extremely long-term correlations. Assuming that the intensity has similarity parameter H , the count variance is given for a Poisson process explicitly by
where C ( H ) is a quantity depending only on H and U:
is the variance of the fractal intensity. Hence, the Fano factor is proportional to TZH-' for large T . Note that this exponent is positive for 112 < H < 1, lying between 0 and 1. This analysis suggests that if a point process were fractal, the Fano factor would grow in a power law fashion. Just as with the Allan variance, the fractal nature of a point process can be assessed by plotting the Fano factor on log-log scales.
Measuring the Fano factor from point process data is sensitive to trends in the rate at which events occur. For example, suppose a Poisson process had an intensity that varied linearly with an initial rate of A0 and a final rate of X1 over an observation interval of length D. The measured Fano factor can be shown to have the form Because the ratio T / D must be less than about 1/10, the last term on the right is negligible and the Fano factor w i l l be linear (exponent 1) for large intervals. Consequently, data should be screened for trends prior to Fano factor analysis and measured slopes close to one are suspect.
In figure 1 , the Fano factor was measured from single neuron discharges recorded from single auditory-nerve fibers of the cat [9] . Clearly, these data have all the hallmarks of a fractal point process. The value of H for these data was estimated to be 0.9. A non-constant Fano factor indicates the variability of a fractal point process greatly exceeds that of a non-fractal one. Consider a simple estimate x^ of the average intensity given by 1 = N ( t , t + T ) / T .
The variance of this estimate for a fractal process is given WI var [i] = -+ c(H)~:T'~-' ,
by T which suggests that the estimate converges very slowly for large T . For example, if H = 0.9, then the variance is proportional to l/TO.'. This estimate converges much more slowly than it would for non-fractal processes, where the variance is proportional to 1/T. This behavior is illustrated in figure 2 , where the rate estimate is shown for choices of measurement interval duration that differ by a factor of ten. The rate estimate converges more slowly than for either a stationary intensity model or a constant intensity model.
The analysis presented thus far has relied on an underlying Poisson process description for the point process.
More general point processes can be defined as simple extensions of the Poisson model. Markov point processes can be defined where the intensity is now dependent on the times at which previous events occurred. In this case, the conditional probability of obtaining an event in the interval [t, t + At) is equal to X ( t , { t i } ) , where {t;} denotes the times at which events occurred prior to time t. This model has been used to describe discharge patterns measured from single neurons throughout the auditory system [5, 6] . There, the intensity has the form
where Nt denotes the number of events that have occurred prior to time t. Thus, t~, denotes the time at which the most recent event occurred. The quantity s ( t ) determines how the rate varies with time regardless of when events occur. The quantity r ( . ) is usually an increasing function achieving a maximum value of one. For data recorded from single auditory-nerve fibers, this quantity is a delayed unit step: r ( z ) = u(z -A). A point process having this intensity is a first-order Markov point process and is known in the literature as a renewal process (a non-stationary one if s ( t ) is not a constant).
Such processes can be generated by passing the signal
through a system which yields the sequence of interevent intervals [4] ( figure 3) . Thus, to model a fractal point process having a complicated point process statistical structure in addition to the long-term dependence structure of its fractal component, a fractal waveform process serves as the input to the generation system. The dependence of the intensity on the times at which previous events occurred results in short-term statistical dependencies while the fractal structure gives rise to long-term dependence. The slight dip in the Fano factor shown in figure 1 that occurs at about 0.1 s is due to a simple dependence of the intensity on the time at which the previous event occurred. This dip is seen in the simulation and in the data used in figure 1.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The rate at which events occur not only vanes greatly in a fractal point process, but also has a long-term dependence structure. We have modeled such processes as doubly stochastic point processes having a fractal stochastic intensity. With this model, components of the Fano factor related to the fractal nature of the process can be identified and measured. Other characterizations of fractal point processes are being developedI71.
One consequence of this model is that fractal point processes are not self-similar on all time scales. The selfsimilarity property is evident when the Fano factor exhibits power-law behavior. The range of time intervals over which self-similarity holds is always long intervals. On short time scales, the character of the point process is dominated by its event-to-event dependence structure. Unless fractal behavior is suspected, the long-term dependence structure typifying fractals will not be evident unless a long duration analysis time is chosen. In the context of our model, this duration can be defined as the point where the two terms in the Fano factor are equal, which approximately occurs when the Fano factor equals two. For our data, this fractal time occurred at about one second, which is a fairly long time to use as the fundamental analysis interval. From what we can gather from the neurophysiological literature, fractal point processes occur in other parts of the nervous system, but the analysis times were not chosen long enough.
A specific consequence of this dual nature of point processes is the rate at which rate estimates converge. For small intervals, the variance of the rate estimate will be inversely related to T ; for intervals longer than the fractal time, the variance is inversely related to T2H-2. Thus, as the averaging interval increases, the estimate first converges relatively rapidly, then its convergence slows. Because of this property, time averages and ensemble averages can converge at different rates. By an "ensemble average" we mean the estimation of rate over M independent realizations of the point process over a interval of duration
To. Equating the time-average interval T to the effective ensemble-average interval MTo, the variance of rate estimates obtained by ensemble averaging will be inversely related to MTo no matter how large M may be so long as To is less than the fractal time. Thus, both time and ensemble averages converge for fractal point processes, but they may do so at very different rates. 
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The output is the time at which the next event occurs.
